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Latest and greatest system support

macOS 10.12 (Sierra), 10.13 (High Sierra), 10.14 (Mojave), 10.15 (Catalina)

Windows Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Adobe® Illustrator® CC 2018, CC 2019, CC 2020

macOS Catalina
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Place multiple structural 
designs in a single 
Adobe® Illustrator® 
document

Fewer artwork files to 
open and manage

Improved User Experience for multi-component workflows

Front and back labels for a bottle 
in the same artwork document
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By placing multiple 
ArtiosCAD files for a 
display in a single 
document, you have a 
single artwork file to 
work with

Improved User Experience for multi-component workflows

Base, header and tray for a POP display 
in the same artwork document
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Not yet supporting ArtiosCAD Canvas files (*.ACD)
Instead, place individual ArtiosCAD Design files (*.ARD) in 
the same artwork and use a Collada file (*.ZAE) for the 
composition

All parts placed in an single artwork currently share the same 
Visualizer Finishing Operations stack

If your components use different substrates, you should 
group the components that share the same substrate in 
the same artwork document

Tips & Tricks: working with multiple components

This display uses 3 artwork files, each with a different substrate:
1. Front and back labels for the bottles
2. Shrink sleeve around two bottles
3. Base, header and tray for the corrugated display
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3D Sheet: Visualize artwork without a structural design

Preview and check substrates, printing and finishing, 
even when you don’t have a structural design!
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From the Designer window, you can now send any 
selected paths to Studio Toolkit to revolve

In the Toolkit application, you can:
Have greater control over the settings
Use any of the labeling tools
Immediately apply a shrink sleeve

Streamlines the workflow for both label and
shrink sleeve users

The existing “Revolve and Add Labels…” 
is still available in Illustrator (but may be
deprecated in a future release)

Revolve Path in Toolkit: Studio Toolkit for Labels
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Special Papers for Packaging and Labels
17 materials from 4 product families

Learn more at www.fedrigonipapers.com

: new materials for Visualizer

Sirio Pearl Materica Constellation Splendorlux

Red Fever Kraft Snow Vergata E10 Mirro Argento

Coal Mine Acqua Snow Arpa E50 Mirror Black

Sage Clay Snow Milano E/R 59 Mirror Oro

Misty Rose Verdigris

Silver

Ice White

Shiny Blue

https://www.fedrigonipapers.com/
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Usage Dashboard: understand how you and your team use Studio

Ensure you’re getting the most out 
of your Esko software investment

Usage details on your 
personal dashboard
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Your data is protected and is only available
to you, your colleagues and Esko

You choose whether to opt in and you
can opt out at any time

We never record any information that
identifies you or the files that you work on
(for example, text statements, barcodes,
separations or file names)

Sharing your usage with Esko helps us learn about your configuration and use of our 
products and enables us to focus on the features that matter to you most

Usage Dashboard: understand how you and your team use Studio
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Take me there!

See Studio 18.1.1 in action on the Esko eLearning platform

https://www.esko.com/en/support/blendedlearning



